
 

 

 

PGVS( PRAGATI GRAMIN VIKAS SAMITI,BIHAR) 

CORONA-Covid-19 RESPONSE UPDATES 
Date- 19 April 2020 

Major work area:- 

 Awareness about corona virus infection & 

prevention  

 Distribution of Masks and food materials   

 To promote safe drinking water 

  Mobilising the community through digital 

communication for stay at home, personal 

hygiene and sanitation  

 Ensuring stay at home  

 Identification of migrant labour and help them 

at local and out side of Bihar through different contact 

 Other immediate need base support 

 

PGVS is working in 12th 

district of Bihar( Patna, 

Bhojpur, Gaya, 

Jahanabad, Arwal, 

Jamui, Banka, Nalanda, 

Begusarai, , 

Mujaffarpur,Katihar and  

West Champaran ) from 

26th March 2020 after 

announcement of 

lockdown .   

1.Patna:- PGVS is 

supporting venerable  

families Musahars and other  families who has no PDS’card to get food Grain and other basic 

needs in Danapur, Naubatpur  and Bihta  Block.  PGVS’s  volunteers identified 567 families  

,which has no PDS card from 46 village and he motivated lacal big farmers ex mukhiya to 

provide food grain  to effected families. 5 kg rice 1 kg dal  distributed  by team .  

PGVS also submitted list of above families to Block development officer. To take initiative to for 

food grain  through govt side. The team also distributed 340 mask in musahar community. Here 



 

 

our team member- Shiv Kumar Thakur, Naresh Manjhi and Raj Kumar Ram taking lead role in 

this work. 

 

2.Bhojpur:- PGVS  is involve in Sahar Again, sandesh, Koilwer, Garhani and Charpokhari  Block 

to support most marginalized  community to ensure food grain , mask,soaps and  also support 

to some migrant labour 

Here PGVS distributed mask , food grain soaps in  756 families of 16 village . 40 internet saathi  

contacted 600  household  awareness  

about corona virus infection  through mobile and they request them to stay at home and 

strictly follow the lockdown guideline. All internet saathi is female. Here our volunteers are –

Devanti devi Dularchand Ram and Bipin mishra. 

 

3.Arwal:-  PGVS’ volunteers actively involve to awareness and relief work in Kurtha block of 

Arwal district . Our team has distributed mask to 1505 persons in   12 villages . Our team also 

shared name of people, who are in Mumbai and Ludhiana. ! Bandhan  Paswan of sachayi math 



 

 

Kurtha is in Mumbai . migrant labour. Mobile number- 9096968736 and 13 people  in Ludhiyana 

contact number is -7528927266. PGVS team also listed the families which has no PDS card. And 

submit to mukhiya and BDO. Here team  member are Shail Devi and Ganesh Das. Shail Devi also 

making mask at home with support of her daughters.   

 

 

4.Gaya:- Here PGVS team doing mask distribution , telephonic 

awareness about covid-19. Prevention of corona virus through 

stay at home , Food grain distribution  and ensre safe drinking 

water in 6 block of Gaya district( NagarBlock, Belaganj, Manpur, 

Khijarsarai, Fatehpur and Bodhgaya.)  

  

In Bodhgaya Block PGVS/EP team Identified the hunger families 

and distributed food grain with support of Akhil Bhartiya 

bhikshuk sangh( Pragya Bhante) in khajwatti and shidhrah nagar 

village( 4kg rice, 4kg wheat flower,1 kg potato and 1 kg salt. in 



 

 

100 families.  

In Manpur Block PGVS/Save team distributed 510 mask in 4 villages Jagdishpur, pahadtalli, 

Nauranga and Baragandhar,  

In Belaganj, NagarBlock, Manpur and Fatehpur Team PGVS-WA oriented mukhiya ward 

member ICDS workers and MPWS operator about corona virus infection and prevention  

guideline through video clips, posters and telephonic conversation.  

In  all six Blocks 60 internet saathi also contact 1200 household beneficiaries through mobile 

and aware them to take precaution  for safety and security  

 

5.Nalanda :-Here PGVS involve  in 30 villages of 8 panchayats in  two Block Ben and Parwalpur 

which is targeted families are 5150. Our team mobilising community to take precaution ,stay at 

home and follow guideline of Govt circular . Here we also identifying small and marginal famers 

to orient them about summer crops .Here our team member is pankaj kumar and Manoj Kumar 

 

6.Begusarai:- As per govt declaration Begusarai  is in red Joan  . here we are also doing work to 

aware the community  for stay home and identification of huger families  for providing food 

grain by govt support.   84 people  of this district are in Biktrampur Bankura in WB and they are 

facing hunger We are coordinating our WB EP team to support them . Here our team member is 

srawan sada and Rudranarayan Bharti. 

 

7.Mujaffarpur:-  In this district we are working in Kurhanni Block  Here our team member 

Ramlakhendar and Shiv nath Paswan helping the people through telephonic contact and aware 

them . In 75 villages we are active through our community organization –Ekta Parishad.  

 

8. West Champaran :-  In Naurangiya Dardari  our community leader  Gyanti Devi (EP) is helping 

mukhiya ward member to following guideline for prevention of corona virus infection .Here 

Number of people corontinr in village level primary school who back from Delhi and 

chandigarh.  Their 

family providing 

food  and other 

necessary needs.  

9.Katihar:- In 

sameli and kursela 

block our team 

doing work on 

corona response . 

They are helping 

mukhiya block 



 

 

staff to implementing sanitization , distribution food grain and mask and also support to 

identification of people who back from other state after lockdown .  Hari prashad mandal nad 

pradeep kumar are our team member to involve in this work . PGVS team  providing food grain 

to 230  families in 3 village with support of local donor people.  

 

 

10. Jamui:- Here In Sikndra block PGVS volunteers claiming concern authority to stop burglaries 

and distribute  complete food grain through PDS system .  Our team also help 7 people who are 

in Gujarat and face hunger issue after lockdown .  And after  initiative   all 7 people got food 

grain. Hazari Verma is doing work as pgvs volunteer. 

11. Banka- In Chanan and Baunsi Block we are helpin govt persons and PRI member to 

implementation of lockdown rules and help them to distribution of food grain and masks.Here 

40 Internet saathi involve to aware community about corona virus infection and prevent  

through stay at home and sanitize their hand every 20 minutes and make social distancing 

.Veena Hembrem and Birsa soren working as volunteer. 

 

12. Jahanbad:- 20 Internet Saathi involve to awareness community through mobile about 

corona virus infection 40 village of  3 blocks, in which 400 household covered under awareness 

activities regarding corona virus infection prevention . 

 

Thank you for regular support &  contribution  

 

Pradeep Priyadarshi 

Secretary, PGVS, Patna 

Email- pragatigvs@gmail.com 

Mob-7763811194 
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